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About This Content

Look what I just found! A set of state-of-the-art military gear! Your friends would kill for it… but YOU are the one with the
assault rifle!

This DLC contains:
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Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics:

So first off, because it is the easiest to talk about. is the helmet just like all the other DLC helmets in this series of reviews it
gives -30% damage reduction. this excludes the hat from the last review where you can see about it in that review. of course. the
helmet is the classic edgy look. hey im a military boi. and yeah I go with that. it fits the survivor look in my mind. and I get to be

edgy! next is the beautifal pet. this is one of the only two DLC pets I use. because this drone boi makes you take less time to
target enemies. and you do more damage! it is extremely good in solo and even in mulitplayer. also it beeps alot. beep boop! also
be sure to not mistake it for an enemy as it flies to you real quick like through the trees. and the gem of DLC the gun! this is god

like early game and stays godlike through out the rest of the game. although you will get a very noticeable damage drop if you
decide to stick with stock ammo like me. and will go from 1 hit headshot kills. 1 shot headshot then bodyshot. then 2 headshots

to kill. but it is also good for spamming down the horde after you if you decide not to charge your shots. and with all the
attatchments you can make it your spray down machine you always wanted. although it will also be outgunned by craftable 8mm
assault rifles. it looks so much better! and you can upgrade it eventually to be stronger once again! so win, win! woo! sorry for

this one being messy! I am damn tired it is 2:15am when I finished this review. hope this was somewhat interesting.. assault rifle
and drone are useful, with cheap price tag.. I really like this pack, since during the start of the game it really gives the player an

advantage over the zombies, and you don't have to use the starter baseball bat. I really wish that this included a kevlar vest,
which would act like protection and extra storage, that would've been really cool. But other than that, this is a really cool DLC

pack.
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